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Background 

Jamie Wood, “Helping Students to Become Disciplinary Researchers Using 

Questioning, Social Bookmarking and Inquiry-Based Learning”, Practice and 

Evidence of the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning in Higher Education 6.1 

(2011): https://tinyurl.com/y2xp3n5n



My student group 
● New module

● Level 3 UG (final year, research-led)

● Semester A, 2018/19 (Sept-Dec)

● 19 students

● 1 seminar group

● 1 x 2-hour class per week

● Participation marks (10%); research question exercise (30%); 

essay (60%)

● Weekly readings via Talis Elevate 



Other uses in the School of History & Heritage
● 2nd year module, 40 students, assessed discussion

● 2 x 3rd year modules, 40+ students 

● MA level, 2 x modules, 10+ students

  



Aims/Approach  
● Build a social learning environment 

● Create a shared bank of knowledge 

● Encourage critical thinking 

● Provide insight into students’ learning journey 

● Understand how students interact with resources

● Inform classroom activities



What is Talis Elevate? 

Collaboration within resources 

(anonymised) 

Engagement and usage data within 

content 



Discussion within media content 





Weekly activity (contributed to 10% of grade)  
● Students posted 2-3 comments on weekly reading(s)

○ Points of interest

○ Questions

○ How materials (and weeks) inter-relate

○ (mis)Understanding

● Structured seminars

● Created a centralised knowledge bank for the cohort 



Active engagement with resources across semester

Users

Names 

Hidden



Student engagement in numbers
Total students: 19

Comments: 526

Week 5: 107 comments

7 weeks: 40+ comments

All: at least 2 comments

12 students: 20+ comments

1 student: 69 comments

Sum of engagement by 

day over 12 weeks 

Weekly distribution of active 

engagement (average) 

*Note; RAW Data, not Talis 

Elevate visualisations 



“It perpetuates discussion in seminars when combined with a participation mark. 

Everyone is able to contribute and has background knowledge for the week’s topic 

at a minimum. If the reading isn’t understood then there are comments available to 

offer an explanation of certain things.” (survey)

“It offers a platform for peer interaction and posing questions that seems more 

organic (and safer? less awkward at least) than in the seminar room. Being able to 

attach a comment directly to a piece of the text as you read it makes it easier to 

open a discussion and highlight points of confusion.” (survey)

“Using Talis elevate has really helped me understand the themes of the module 

better than I thought I would, and has really helped me with participation. I think 

basing the seminars around comments for the reading has worked really well, as 

people have an idea what to discuss and what issues to address.” (meq) 



Other findings 
● 100% respondents to survey felt this helped their 

learning 

● Students went back to content when preparing 

assignments - shared knowledge was used 

● 100% respondents would welcome this approach on 

other modules 



Reflections
Engagement with formative 

activities 

Quantity over quality 

Managing/responding to vast 

amounts of discussion

Design, integration and 

alignment

Visibility 

Assessment as reward

Collaborative development of 

knowledge and understanding

Information or digital literacy? 

Active and collaborative reading   


